Trip from Takeo Onsen to Tsukuba

1. The last session on 25, Oct. (Tue.) will be ended 12:40

2. You can choose either the departure before or after the lunch prepared from 12:30

3. Hotel bus will be departed at
   Hotel ------> "Takeo Onsen" JR station
   12:30 -------> 12:40
   13:00 -------> 13:10
   13:30 -------> 13:40

4. JR express trains
   "Takeo Onsen" -------> "Hakata"
   13:00 ---(Midori-14 / Huis Ten Bousch-14)--> 14:00
   13:55 ---(Midori-16 / Huis Ten Bousch-16)--> 15:00

5. Fukuoka City Subway
   "Hakata" -------> "Fukuoka Airport"
   - departed from underground platform outside ticket gates of JR station
   - available every 5min
   - 10min required

6. Flights
   Fukuoka --------> Tokyo (Haneda)
   15:20 ----(ANA258) ---->16:50
   15:25 ----(JAL1722)---->16:55
   16:10 ----(JAL1724)---->17:40
   16:30 ----(ANA260) ---->18:00
   16:55 ----(ANA262) ---->18:25
   17:05 ----(JAL1726)---->18:40

7. Mono-rail
   "Haneda Airport" -------> "Hamamatsu-cho" JR station
   - Terminal No.1 for JAL flights and Terminal No.2 for ANA flights
   - available every 5min
- 25min required

8. "Hamamatsu-cho" JR station -------> "Akihabara" JR station
   - JR commuter trains are available every 3 min
   - 10min required

9. "Akihabara" Tsukuba Express Station -------> "Tsukuba"
   - Underground platform outside ticket gates of JR station
   - NOT all trains for Tsukuba (Please confirm destination)
   - Commuter trains are available every 10-15min for Tsukuba
   - 45-55min required
   - Available till 23:15 departed from Akihabara

10. Time required for change train etc.
    3-4 : 10min
    4-5 : 20min
    5-6 : 40min
    6-7 : 20min
    7-8 : 10min
    8-9 : 20min

11. Please get only air ticket in China if it is cheaper than one-way ticket available in Japan (costed 20000-30000JPY from Fukuoka to Tokyo (Haneda)).

12. Tickets for JR express trains between Hakata and Takeo Onsen are cheaper if you get 2 pieces together when you depart from Hakata. The tickets are valid for either one-way trip by two persons or round trip by one person.